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Dear Friends,
July Letter ~ 2017
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ Jesus, and ALL friends who are READING
this; our July 2017 Letter…
First, let me sincerely apologize for some of these letters being late in
uploading. But sometimes we just have to continue our walk of OBEDIENCE,
however inconvenient it may be, to every day technical issues of this nature. It
is difficult to complete some of these technical tasks, when the Lord has you
BUSY working out in the field “white for harvest”, and without your computer
(or the time to use it). However, our God is GOOD and His timing is ALWAYS
PERFECT, and so I PRAY these messages arrive in your SPIRIT, right ON
TIME! Hallelujah!
These are letters of “CALL BACK Encouragement” to you... and I PRAY
Blessings of the ABUNDANT KIND be yours, as you open your Heart and your
Mind, to the things of Prophetic Significance, in these End-Times Days.
Back in 2004 the Lord gave me a task, to share as a Watchman on the Wall in
these End-Times, and SHARE with you, the people, everything of Prophetic
Significance, as He delivers it to me. And so, I DO THAT here, just as He has
asked of me! God has been SO GOOD to me throughout these years, and He has
BLESSED my life with some wonderful introductions, to some AWESOME
people of FAITH and VISION. One of which, I want to INTRODUCE you to
here.
I want you to meet Brother Amir; or at least let me share him and his
teachings, with you, (if you ARE already familiar with him, and his ministry).
What a BLESSING of ETERNAL magnitude, has been this introduction to
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Brother Amir Tsarfati; and his VIDEO messages; which ALL speak of Biblical
PROPHECY; to WHOM it applies; WHY ~ and WHEN! We NEED to KNOW
“these things”, and Brother Amir, I believe, is qualified to teach us, for a
number of reasons… But, suffice it to say… God’s ANOINTING IS upon Him, for
this particular task! To share the TRUTH of the Prophetic Word, in these
END-TIMES Days. Amen!
This man’s ministry, in humility and honesty, re Biblical Prophecy, has done
nothing but BLESS me, since the Lord introduced us, almost three years ago.
NOW ~ I in turn, want to BLESS you also, with the spiritual insight, into
PROPHECY revealed, in Biblical CONTEXT, as shared by Brother Amir.
I believe this to be the TRUTH, rightly divided, and UNLESS or UNTIL the
Lord would so CORRECT me; regarding His TRUTH; which sets us FREE, and
wraps us in His PEACE, and PREPARES US ~ NOT SCARES us ~ I SHARE it
WITH YOU. Hallelujah!
I understand that there are many differences of opinion regarding the
RAPTURE of The Church, re ~ WHERE and WHEN it WILL OCCUR. I have a
policy that says, IF IT IS NOT of SALVATION significance, it is NOT
debatable! Sometimes we have to AGREE to DIS-agree, AGREEABLY! A sure
sign of spiritual maturity, and LOVE for your fellow man! And this is one of
those occasions! I personally AM LOOKING UP for the RAPTURE to occur at
any given moment now! Whenever, the Lord is READY ~ I’m out of here! IF you
choose to stay behind to go through The Tribulation, I absolutely RESPECT
your choice to do so, and I will meet you at the Kingdom Kidz Koffee Klub, in
Glory! Hallelujah! I’ll reserve you a seat, for our “guilt free” coffee and cake
rendezvous! Calorie counting will be a thing of the PAST. Praise the Lord!
Hallelujah! (Never lose your sense of humour! God hasn’t lost His.)
Psalms 2:4 He Who sits in the heavens LAUGHS; the Lord has them in
DERISION [and in supreme CONTEMPT He MOCKS them].) (Amp) Amen!
The VERY REASON for God’s LAUGHING and MOCKING in UTTER DISGUST
as He watches on, from His Throne in Heaven, is because, SO MANY are NOT
READY to meet Him, at RAPTURE TIME! They have TOTALLY ignored ALL
that He has done for them, and although His RETURN is imminent, they are
oblivious to His commandments and His LAUGHING at them from a distance;
and so in their DISOBEDIENCE and PRIDE, He has hardened their hearts
even more. And HELL will be their ETERNAL home! Sad, but TRUE!
God’s PATIENCE has a use-by date…
Gen 6:3 Then the Lord said, My Spirit SHALL NOT forever dwell and STRIVE
WITH man, for he also is flesh; but his days shall yet be 120 years. (Amp) Amen!
And SO, I believe, it has NEVER been MORE IMPORTANT than it is right
NOW, to KNOW the TRUTH of God’s SOON arrival in the clouds of glory, to
gather His children home! The very reason I am excited about sharing some of
these great teachings from Amir, with you here.
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Over these next few months, I will endeavour to share with you, some valuable
PROPHETIC interpretation of Scripture, as spoken and shared by Brother
Amir Tsarfati, of Behold Israel (www.beholdisrael.org).
Simply copy and paste the links into your search engine, and they will open for
you to enjoy!
Be Blessed as you HEAR what Brother Amir has to teach us, regarding “God’s
Calendar”… in this video today…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BblIJAx7gI0&t=20s
And following that… in this next video…
“The Illuminati and the One World Government” HD…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vv5xn9gEFq8&t=62s
And again here in this video…“The Beginning of The End”…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3K8xfUUCKQ8
I END this letter with the “AARONIC BLESSING”… as PRAYED over us ALL,
by Brother Amir.
“The Aaronic Blessing” by Amir Tsarfati.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eB74f_z9l1g
Till next month
From my house to yours
Blessings of the abundant kind!
Leila Nord.
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